
The Gamesmen
DEVOPS CASE STUDY

The Challenge

The Solution

The Technology

• Challenge 1: The Gamesmen required a complete ecommerce platform upgrade to Magento 2 on AWS virtual 
environment. 

• Challenge 2: Required a design that allows their deployment to enjoy increased resilience to infrastructure 
failures and bolstered security posture. 

• Challenge 3: Monolithic architecture based application that is susceptible to scalability limitations, high-risk 
deployment and technology adoption diffi  culties.

• Challenge 4: Application lacked agility, developers require code deployment effi  ciencies that allowed them to 
improve development rates, frequent release cycles and automation.

Anchor senior DevOps engineers conducted architectural and application deployment workshop engagements 
alongside The Gamesmen developers to gather all relevant information, understand application requirements, 
and to provide guidance on application deployment and architectural design decisions. 

Following completion of workshops, Anchor architected and delivered a well-architected AWS virtual environment 
which: 
• Refactored the application into a microservices operating model, ensuring modularity of services to enable 

scalability and resilience through the use of Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS). 
• Provided independence of component services by leveraging AWS native services, such as:
• Amazon ElastiCache for fi le & session caching
• Catalogue search using Amazon ElasticSearch, and 
• Amazon Aurora cluster for database needs

Additionally Anchor implemented deployment and branching strategies and integrations through the use of AWS 
native deployment services such as AWS CodeCommit, CodeBuild and CodeDeploy; this created a complete end-
to-end continuous deployment pipeline for all future releases to the e-commerce platform.

Anchor used various AWS products and services to deliver the most eff ective solution for The Gamesmen; 
including: 

• AWS AutoScaling
• AWS Elastic Container Service (ECS)
• CICD Technologies

• AWS CodePipeline
• AWS CodeDeploy
• AWS CodeBuild

• AWS ElastiCache
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About The Gamesmen

The Gamesmen is a speciality gaming and 
entertainment omnichannel retailer. Serving 
Australians for over 35 years, we are an 
Australian owned and operated family 
run business and are the longest running 
independent video game retailer in Australia. 

The Gamesmen has a clear focus on 
continuing to deliver quality service, an 
extensive product range and the enjoyable 
shopping experience.

The staff  at Anchor have been nothing 
short of exceptional during the process 
of onboarding our application onto 
AWS infrastructure. Their support staff  
have not only been fast to respond, but 
impressively knowledgeable on AWS 
tooling and confi guration. They’ve 
been instrumental in solidifying 
our infrastructure decisions. When 
challenged on technical questions they 
show a deep understanding of the 
options and associated pros and cons, 
and consistently show a desire to reach 
the best outcome for both parties. 

Andrew Cattarin
Ecommerce Manager

• AWS ElasticSearch
• Amazon S3
• Amazon Key Management Service
• Amazon Aurora
• Amazon CloudWatch
• AWS CloudTrail
• AWS Confi g



Benefi ts Anchor delivered for The Gamesmen

Find the right workload pathway to deliver secure
and reliable modern applications

Benefi t 1

Benefi t 2

Benefi t 3

Well-Architected, agile and dynamically scalable AWS virtual environment that decouples and distributes 
the application across multiple availability zones - giving governance, security and resilience to a platform 
that handles thousands of users and purchase transactions.

Fault-tolerance built into each component service to independently handle service failure by degrading 
functionality and not complete outage of the service - to ensure uptime and resilience of this core e-ccomm 
business platform.

Modernised application that adopts to newer technologies as containerisation running on ECS to enable 
innovation, growth and scale of operations - to provide scalability of the platform and handle spikes in user 
traffi  c.

Anchor’s experienced DevOps engineers were able to work alongside The Gamesmen team and ensure that their challenges were overcome, delivering the following 
benefi ts for the customer; 
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Increase your time for innovation while reducing risk, accelerating time to market, and reducing your total cost of ownership by modernizing how you build and manage 
applications with Amazon Web Services (AWS). With a wide breadth and depth of products, resources, and services available from AWS, you can choose the application 
modernization pathway that is right for you. For certain scenarios, the best choice may be building new serverless apps that scale automatically. You may decide to re-platform 
existing applications to AWS managed containers to offl  oad infrastructure

Yet, another choice would be to take the fi rst step toward digital transformation by overhauling delivery pipelines with a modern DevOps model. No matter what path is right 
for you, AWS has the tools to guide you.

About Anchor & Amazon Web Services
Anchor is Australia’s leading next-gen Engineering Services Provider (ESP), 
enabling the cloud for SMB territories and emerging
enterprises. Anchor achieves this by deeply engaging with customers, while 
building and operating their technology requirements. 

AWS was able to meet the requirements of The Gamesmen, through the 
incorporation and deployment of various technologies within the AWS 
ecosystem to help achieve greater scalability, alongside Anchors engineering and 
management expertise to ensure effi  ciency during moments of high user traffi  c 
on their e-comm platform.

Benefi t 4
Enablement of CI/CD development methodologies to drive complete code automation, risk reduction using 
blue/green deployment methods and accelerate deployment providing faster time to market improving 
business revenues on an e-comm platform.


